Local and nonlocal contributions to molecular first-order hyperpolarizability: a Hirshfeld partitioning analysis.
Based on first-principles calculations, a decomposition scheme is proposed to investigate the molecular site-specific first-order hyperpolarizability (β) responses by means of Hirshfeld population analysis and finite field method. For a molecule, its β is decomposed into local and nonlocal contributions of individual atoms or groups. The former describes the response within the atomic sphere, while the latter describes the contributions from interatomic charge transfer. This scheme is then applied to six prototypical donor-acceptor (D-A) or D-π-A molecules for which the local and nonlocal hyperpolarizabilities are evaluated based on their MP2 density. Both the local and nonlocal parts exhibit site-specific characteristics, but vary differently with molecular structures. The local part depends mainly on the atomic attributes such as electronegativity and charge state, as well as its location in the molecule, while the nonlocal part relates to the ability and distance of charge delocalization within the molecule, increasing rapidly with molecular size. The proposed decomposition scheme provides a way to distinguish atomic or group contributions to molecular hyperpolarizabilities, which is useful in the molecular design for organic nonlinear optical materials.